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Climate Resilience and Environmental
Sustainability Approaches
2021-09-07

the book is about climate resilience and environmental sustainability
approaches discussing knowledge at global level and the local challenges
presented by authors from various countries environmental sustainability
is at stake and implications of climate change are clearly visible in most
parts of the world in the times of the prevailing global environmental
crisis this book discusses key issues of climate change and sustainable
energy alternatives waste management and development it discusses
climate change scenario using simulation models in various asian
countries signatures of climate change in antarctica implications in the
indian ocean and the indian scenario of redd a special focus has been
given on building climate resilience in our agricultural ecosystems and
sustainable agriculture it discusses the prospects and challenges of
renewable energy options including biofuels and energy from
wastewaters explores the technical aspects of eco friendly
bioremediation of pollutants sustainable solid waste management
practices and challenges carbon footprints of industry and emphasizes on
the significance of combining traditional knowledge with modern
technology with novel approaches including involvement of social
enterprises and corporate social responsibility to achieve the sustainable
development goals this is an important document for researchers and
policy makers working in multidisciplinary fields of sustainability sciences

Software Engineering at Google
2020-02-28

today software engineers need to know not only how to program
effectively but also how to develop proper engineering practices to make
their codebase sustainable and healthy this book emphasizes this
difference between programming and software engineering how can
software engineers manage a living codebase that evolves and responds
to changing requirements and demands over the length of its life based
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on their experience at google software engineers titus winters and hyrum
wright along with technical writer tom manshreck present a candid and
insightful look at how some of the world s leading practitioners construct
and maintain software this book covers google s unique engineering
culture processes and tools and how these aspects contribute to the
effectiveness of an engineering organization you ll explore three
fundamental principles that software organizations should keep in mind
when designing architecting writing and maintaining code how time
affects the sustainability of software and how to make your code resilient
over time how scale affects the viability of software practices within an
engineering organization what trade offs a typical engineer needs to
make when evaluating design and development decisions

Rules and Violence / Regeln und Gewalt
2014-07-28

gewalt insbesondere nicht hoheitlich verübte gewalt gilt häufig als
regellos und irrational die neuere gewaltforschung hat allerdings
wiederholt auf logiken und regeln hingewiesen welche der gewalt als
einer form der nonverbalen kommunikation inhärent sind dies gilt in
erhöhtem maße für kollektiv verübte gewalt die nicht zuletzt aufgrund
ihrer regelhaftigkeit gewalt gemeinschaften zu konstituieren und zu
sichern vermag die sich ihrerseits gegen externe regeln und normen
stellen die in diesem band versammelten beiträge von mitgliedern der
gießener dfg forschergruppe gewaltgemeinschaften und von
kooperationspartnern aus dem in und ausland analysieren an markanten
beispielen aus der kultur sozial und literaturgeschichte von der
spätantike bis zum konfessionellen zeitalters das sich in
unterschiedlichen kontexten immer wieder neu formierende verhältnis
zwischen regeln und gewalt betrachtet werden regeln denen
gewalthandlungen bewusst oder unbewusst folgen regeln die z t gegen
die gewalt gerichtet sind aber gewalthandlungen provozieren sowie
regeln der darstellung oder fiktional performativen evokation von gewalt
der band deckt so die systemstelle auf welche der gewalt im jeweiligen
kontext zukommt
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Titus Andronicus in Plain and Simple
English (a Modern Translation and the
Original Version)
2012-07-18

violent bloody revenge it s not quentin tarantino it s shakespeare and
titus andronicus is perhaps one of the greatest revenge plays he ever
wrote revenge is sweet when you can understand it let bookcaps help
with this modern retelling of shakespeare s classic tragedy if you have
struggled in the past reading shakespeare then bookcaps can help you
out this book is a modern translation of titus andronicus the original text
is also presented in the book along with a comparable version of both
text we all need refreshers every now and then whether you are a
student trying to cram for that big final or someone just trying to
understand a book more bookcaps can help we are a small but growing
company and are adding titles every month

Sonnets
2014-12-16

among the most enduring poetry of all time william shakespeare s 154
sonnets address such eternal themes as love beauty honesty and the
passage of time written primarily in four line stanzas and iambic
pentameter shakespeare s sonnets are now recognized as marking the
beginning of modern love poetry the sonnets have been translated into
all major written languages and are frequently used at romantic
celebrations known as the bard of avon william shakespeare is arguably
the greatest english language writer known enormously popular during
his life shakespeare s works continue to resonate more than three
centuries after his death as has his influence on theatre and literature
shakespeare s innovative use of character language and experimentation
with romance as tragedy served as a foundation for later playwrights and
dramatists and some of his most famous lines of dialogue have become
part of everyday speech harperperennial classics brings great works of
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literature to life in digital format upholding the highest standards in
ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms look for more
titles in the harperperennial classics collection to build your digital library

The Gilded Lily
2012-09-13

if you are a fan of books by philippa gregory then you might like the
gilded lily by deborah swift winter 1661 in her short life sadie appleby has
never left rural westmorland but one night she is rudely awoken by her
older and bolder sister ella she has robbed her employer and is on the
run together the girls flee their home and head for london hoping to lose
themselves in the teeming city but the dead man s relatives are in
pursuit and soon a game of cat and mouse ensues amongst the freezing
warren that is london in winter ella is soon seduced by the glitter and
glamour of city life and sets her sights on the flamboyant man about
town jay whitgift owner of a beauty parlour for the wives of the london
gentry but nothing in the capital is what it seems least of all jay whitgift
soon a rift has formed between ella and sadie and the sisters are
threatened by a menace more sinister than even the law set in a
brilliantly realised restoration london the gilded lily is a novel about
beauty and desire about the stories we tell ourselves and about how
sisterhood can be both a burden and a saving grace

Free Private Cities
2018-08-07

imagine a system in which a private company offers you protection of life
liberty and property as a government service provider this service
includes internal and external security a legal and regulatory framework
and independent dispute resolution you pay a contractually fixed fee for
these services per year the government service provider as the operator
of the community cannot unilaterally change this citizens contract with
you later on as a contract citizen you have a legal claim to compliance
and a claim for damages in the event the provider does not perform you
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take care of everything else by yourself but you can also do whatever
you want limited only by the rights of others and some limited rules of
living together and you only take part if and as long as the offer appeals
to you disputes between you and the government service provider are
heard in independent arbitration courts as is customary in international
commercial law if the operator ignores the arbitral awards or abuses his
power in another way his customers leave and he goes bankrupt he
therefore has an economic risk and therefore an incentive to treat his
customers well and in accordance with the contract this concept is called
a free private city the first part of this book deals with fundamental
questions that every social order has to face the concept of free private
cities described in the second part is derived from this historical and
current models are examined the third part deals with concrete questions
of implementation of free private cities finally the fourth part provides an
outlook on future developments

The Palgrave Handbook of Shakespeare's
Queens
2018-07-20

of shakespeare s thirty seven plays fifteen include queens this collection
gives these characters their due as powerful early modern women and
agents of change bringing together new perspectives from scholars of
literature history theater and the fine arts essays span shakespeare s
career and cover a range of famous and lesser known queens from the
furious margaret of anjou in the henry vi plays to the quietly powerful
hermione in the winter s tale from vengeful tamora in titus andronicus to
lady macbeth early chapters situate readers in the critical concerns
underpinning any discussion of shakespeare and queenship the
ambiguous figure of elizabeth i and the knotty issue of gender
presentation the focus then moves to analysis of issues such as
motherhood intertextuality and contemporary political contexts close
readings of individual plays and investigations of rhetoric and
theatricality featuring twenty five chapters with a rich variety of themes
and methodologies this handbook is an invaluable reference for students
and scholars and a unique addition to the fields of shakespeare and
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queenship studies

Moorish Culture in Spain
1999

unique study of the spirit and artistic fluorescence of the 800 years of
moorish dominance

Titus Groan
2011-08-12

gormenghast is to my mind and to my taste a perfect creation neil
gaiman welcome to the world of gormenghast the classic fantasy series
from the imagination of mervyn peake as the first novel opens titus heir
to lord sepulchrave has just been born he stands to inherit the miles of
rambling stone and mortar that stand for gormenghast castle inside all
events are predetermined by a complex ritual lost in history understood
only by sourdust lord of the library there are tears and strange laughter
fierce births and deaths beneath umbrageous ceilings dreams and
violence and disenchantment contained within a labyrinth of stone a
gorgeous volcanic eruption a work of extraordinary imagination new
yorker

The Rules of Parenting
2013-04-02

there are lots of wrong ways to bring up your kids but there are lots of
right ones too there s no list of instructions you have to follow to the
letter if you don t want your child to end up a loser richard templar s the
rules of parenting expanded edition presents the principles to follow
which you can adapt to suit you and your children templar author of the
rules of life and many other best sellers has brought together 100
parenting tips you can start using instantly now updated and expanded
with 10 brand new rules templar s rules address everything you need to
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know from start to finish beginning with the first rule relax and continuing
through 100 rules this book presents a guide to everything a parent
needs to know from toddling school boyfriends or girlfriends through
driving lessons and college the book begins with a section that covers the
most important rules the rules for staying sane the rest of the sections
cover some of the big questions of parenting including the attitude rules
the discipline rules the sibling rules the school rules the teenage rules the
crisis rules all the way up to the grown up rules

The History of Rome
1887

cover half title title copyright dedication contents preface 1 youth and
media 2 then and now 3 themes and theoretical perspectives 4 infants
toddlers and preschoolers 5 children 6 adolescents 7 media and violence
8 media and emotions 9 advertising and commercialism 10 media and
sex 11 media and education 12 digital games 13 social media 14 media
and parenting 15 the end notes acknowledgments index a b c d e f g h i j
k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Titus Adronicus
1926

a series of addresses focusing mainly on romans 8 this work gives a well
grounded view on the way of sin in the life of a believer this aspect of
christianity is often neglected and most people in the faith just accept it
with blindly duty the doctrine has wide ramifications in our theologies as
it makes it evident to us how sin works in our lives and whether it should
have any kind of hold on us

Plugged in
2017-01-01

the definitive source for how to write and publish in the field of biblical
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studies the long awaited second edition of the essential style manual for
writing and publishing in biblical studies and related fields includes key
style changes updated and expanded abbreviation and spelling sample
lists a list of archaeological site names material on qur anic sources
detailed information on citing electronic sources and expanded
guidelines for the transliteration and transcription of seventeen ancient
languages features expanded lists of abbreviations for use in ancient
near eastern biblical and early christian studies information for
transliterating seventeen ancient languages exhaustive examples for
citing print and electronic sources

Reconsidering Roman Power
2020

the chemistry of food additives and preservatives is an up to date
reference guide on the range of different types of additives both natural
and synthetic used in the food industry today it looks at the processes
involved in inputting additives and preservatives to foods and the
mechanisms and methods used the book contains full details about the
chemistry of each major class of food additive showing the reader not
just what kind of additives are used and what their functions are but also
how they work and how they can have multiple functionalities in addition
this book covers numerous new additives currently being introduced and
an explanation of how the quality of these is ascertained and how
consumer safety is ensured

Of the Mortification of Sin in Believers
2017-10-13

david pawson presents a unique overview of both the old and new
testaments

The SBL Handbook of Style
2014-11-20
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in these days of heightened concern about the end times what is really
known about christ s second coming and how can we prepare for it
christians everywhere await christ s return will he come to the whole
world or just one place soon and suddenly or after clear signs what can
he achieve by coming back here and how long will it take david pawson
brings clarity and insight to these and many other vital issues
surrounding the bodily return of jesus christ to our world based on a new
approach to the interpretation of the book of revelation he discusses in
detail the controversial and misunderstood subject of the rapture and
uncovers the true significance of the millennium

The Chemistry of Food Additives and
Preservatives
2012-12-17

this book is about re inventing africa it aims to induct a new cohort of
dedicated professionals guided not by material gains and power but by
personal commitment in building a better society it is about an education
that develops responsible citizens inspired by the desire to serve their
fellow men and women people who can contribute their time and talents
to make society a better place in which to live unless people are
empowered by an education tailored to address their needs they cannot
be effective participants in bringing about constructive change an
education that prepares africans to live confidently as africans in today s
globalized world is a prerequisite for developing an active and
responsible citizenry the book also examines some of the key critical
areas on which african countries need to focus their attention poverty
eradication combating corruption peace security and development
democracy and constitutionalism good governance social justice
globalization and empowerment it criticizes extremes creates a healthy
synthesis of african and western thought about education particularly
education for citizenship and for social transformation an education
which concerns itself with human dignity social equality and respect
rather than fear for authority
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Unlocking the Bible
2012-06-14

a unique work providing the underlying spiritual principles lacking in
most modern books of astrology it is accompanied by 12 color plates of a
16th century persian manuscript

When Jesus Returns
2021-11-26

as a history book the bible is unique telling us about the future as well as
the past to become obsessed with either is to evade life s challenges
both perspectives are needed to live over the circumstances of the
present the book of revelation focuses on the future and can produce two
reactions among christians some cannot get into it and others cannot get
out of it we need a more balanced view of its significance after all it is the
only book in the whole bible to which god has attached a special blessing
and an awful curse it was written for ordinary people under extraordinary
pressure suffering is the key to its understanding it is a manual for
martyrdom as history draws to a close all christians need its message of
warning and encouragement

Critical and Creative Education for the New
Africa
2013

a horrifying secret rises in the aftermath of an archangelic war in new
york times bestselling author nalini singh s deadly and beautiful guild
hunter world the archangel of death and the archangel of disease may be
gone but their legacy of evil lives on especially in africa where the
shambling rotting creatures called the reborn have gained a glimmer of
vicious intelligence it is up to titus archangel of this vast continent to stop
the reborn from spreading across the world titus can t do it alone but of
the surviving powerful angels and archangels large numbers are
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wounded while the rest are fighting a surge of murderous vampires there
is no one left but the hummingbird old powerful her mind long a broken
kaleidoscope now she must stand at titus s side against a tide of death
upon a discovery more chilling than any other for the archangel of
disease has left them one last terrible gift singh s worldbuilding and
imagination never disappoint kirkus spellbinding paranormal romance
publishers weekly

Mystical Astrology According to Ibn 'Arabi
2001

bestselling author robert morgan offers ten strategies for dealing with
hard times and discouragements in order to move from fear to faith a
divine protocol for handling life red sea rules has been updated with new
study questions life is hard especially for christians it is certain that we
will face difficulties and that god will allow them but just as certain is the
fact that the same god who led us in will lead us out as the red sea rules
makes comfortingly clear he is in control using the israelites story in
exodus 14 as an example robert morgan offers ten sound strategies for
moving from fear to faith just as moses and the israelites became
trapped between pharaoh s rushing armies and the uncrossable red sea
so are we sometimes overwhelmed by life s problems in the red sea rules
readers will learn strategies to realize that god means for you to be
where you are acknowledge your enemy but keep your eyes on the lord
stay calm and confident and give god time to work view your current
crisis as a faith builder for the future the red sea rules reveals that even
in the midst of seemingly impossible situations god promises to make a
way for us his loving guidance will protect us through danger illness
marital strife financial problems or whatever challenges satan places in
our path the red sea rules also is available in spanish reglas del mar rojo

A Commentary on the Book of Revelation
2013-07-17

dev is a football player at forester university a small liberal arts college
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where he and his teammates get to strut around and have their pick of
the girls on friday nights that s as good as it gets until he meets lee a fox
with a quick wit and an attractive body problem is lee s not a girl he s a
gay fox an activist who never dreamed he d fall for a football player as
their attraction deepens into romance it s hard enough for them to
handle each other let alone their inquisitive friends family and co workers
and if school is bad the hyper masculine world of professional sports that
awaits dev after graduation will be a hundred times worse going it alone
would make everything easier if only they could stop fighting long
enough to break up

Archangel's Sun
2020-11-26

originally published in 1913 this book contains the latin text of the 27th
book of the monumental history of rome by titus livius which deals with
roman advances against punic forces in italy and spain the history is
prefaced with an introduction to livy s sources and a guide to his dense
style

The Red Sea Rules
2014-05-13

investigates the art of reading by examining each aspect of reading
problems encountered and tells how to combat them

Out of Position
2010-12-01

a unique overview of both the old and new testaments from
internationally acclaimed evangelical speaker and author david pawson
unlocking the bible opens up the word of god in a fresh and powerful way
avoiding the small detail of verse by verse studies it sets out the epic
story of god and his people in israel the culture historical background and
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people are introduced and the teaching applied to the modern world
eight volumes have been brought into one compact and easy to use
guide to cover both the old and new testaments in one massive omnibus
edition the old testament the maker s instructions the five books of law a
land and a kingdom joshua judges ruth 1 2 samuel 1 2 kings poems of
worship and wisdom psalms song of solomon proverbs ecclesiastes job
decline and fall of an empire isaiah jeremiah and other prophets the
struggle to survive chronicles and prophets of exile the new testament
the hinge of history mathew mark luke john and acts the thirteenth
apostle paul and his letters through suffering to glory revelation hebrews
the letters of james peter and jude already an international best seller
this new north american edition includes nearly 100 revisions and
updates from the best selling original the first and only updated english
language version in the world this new north american edition has been
completely reformatted and resized so it s easier to read and easier to
handle but nothing left out a massive 826 pages

Livy Book XXVII
2013-08-08

a new york times bestseller over one million copies sold a national book
award winner a boston globe horn book award winner bestselling author
sherman alexie tells the story of junior a budding cartoonist growing up
on the spokane indian reservation determined to take his future into his
own hands junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all
white farm town high school where the only other indian is the school
mascot heartbreaking funny and beautifully written the absolutely true
diary of a part time indian which is based on the author s own
experiences coupled with poignant drawings by ellen forney that reflect
the character s art chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one
native american boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was
destined to live with a forward by markus zusak interviews with sherman
alexie and ellen forney and black and white interior art throughout this
edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike
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How to Read a Book
2014-09-30

a plain account of christian perfection by john wesley is about the theory
of perfection according to christian theology excerpt 1 what i purpose in
the following pages is to give a plain and distinct account of the steps by
which i was led during the course of many years to embrace the doctrine
of christian perfection this i owe to the serious part of mankind those who
desire to know all the truth as it is in jesus and these only are concerned
with questions of this kind to these i would nakedly declare the thing as it
is endeavoring all along to show from one period to another both what i
thought and why i thought so

Unlocking the Bible
2017-06

piper pleas with his colleagues to abandon the secularization of the
pastorate and return to the primitive call of the bible for radical ministry

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time
Indian (National Book Award Winner)
2012-01-10

imagine mathematics imagine with the help of mathematics imagine new
worlds new geometries new forms imagine building mathematical models
that make it possible to manage our world better imagine combining
music art poetry literature architecture and cinema with mathematics
imagine the unpredictable and sometimes counterintuitive applications of
mathematics in all areas of human endeavour imagination and
mathematics imagination and culture culture and mathematics this sixth
volume in the series begins with a homage to the architect zaha hadid
who died on march 31st 2016 a few weeks before the opening of a large
exhibition of her works in palazzo franchetti in venice where all the
mathematics and culture conferences have taken place in the last years
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a large section of the book is dedicated to literature narrative and
mathematics including a contribution from simon singh it discusses the
role of media in mathematics including museums of science journals and
movies mathematics and applications including blood circulation and
preventing crimes using earthquakes is also addressed while a section on
mathematics and art examines the role of math in design a large
selection presents photos of mathematicians and mathematical objects
by vincent moncorge discussing all topics in a way that is rigorous but
captivating detailed but full of evocations it offers an all embracing look
at the world of mathematics and culture

A Plain Account of Christian Perfection
2023-11-17

this report examines the use of these entities in nearly all cases of
corruption it builds upon case law interviews with investigators corporate
registries and financial institutions and a mystery shopping exercise to
provide evidence of this criminal practice

Brothers, We are Not Professionals
2013

makes numerical programming more accessible to a wider audience
bearing in mind the evolution of modern programming most specifically
emergent programming languages that reflect modern practice
numerical programming a practical guide for scientists and engineers
using python and c c utilizes the author s many years of practical
research and teaching experience to offer a systematic approach to
relevant programming concepts adopting a practical broad appeal this
user friendly book offers guidance to anyone interested in using
numerical programming to solve science and engineering problems
emphasizing methods generally used in physics and engineering from
elementary methods to complex algorithms it gradually incorporates
algorithmic elements with increasing complexity develop a combination
of theoretical knowledge efficient analysis skills and code design know
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how the book encourages algorithmic thinking which is essential to
numerical analysis establishing the fundamental numerical methods
application numerical behavior and graphical output needed to foster
algorithmic reasoning coding dexterity and a scientific programming style
it enables readers to successfully navigate relevant algorithms
understand coding design and develop efficient programming skills the
book incorporates real code and includes examples and problem sets to
assist in hands on learning begins with an overview on approximate
numbers and programming in python and c c followed by discussion of
basic sorting and indexing methods as well as portable graphic
functionality contains methods for function evaluation solving algebraic
and transcendental equations systems of linear algebraic equations
ordinary differential equations and eigenvalue problems addresses
approximation of tabulated functions regression integration of one and
multi dimensional functions by classical and gaussian quadratures monte
carlo integration techniques generation of random variables
discretization methods for ordinary and partial differential equations and
stability analysis this text introduces platform independent numerical
programming using python and c c and appeals to advanced
undergraduate and graduate students in natural sciences and
engineering researchers involved in scientific computing and engineers
carrying out applicative calculations

Imagine Math 6
2018-11-15

one of the best fantasy book series of the past decade time the heir of
ash and fire bows to no one a new threat rises in the third book in the 1
bestselling throne of glass series by sarah j maas celaena sardothien has
survived deadly contests and shattering heartbreak but now she must
travel to a new land to confront her darkest truth that truth could change
her life and her future forever meanwhile monstrous forces are gathering
on the horizon intent on enslaving her world to defeat them celaena will
need the strength not only to fight the evil that is about to be unleashed
but also to harness her inner demons if she is to win this battle she must
find the courage to face her destiny and burn brighter than ever before
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the third book in the 1 new york times bestselling throne of glass series
continues celaena s epic journey from woman to warrior

The Puppet Masters
2011-11-01

in spring 2008 over 6000 assembled in chicago to hear a counter
revolutionary call john piper mary kassian joni eareckson tada karen
loritts janet parshall nancy leigh demoss these voices launched the call to
return to biblical womanhood thousands of women responded now they
are the voices heard in communities churches and ministries worldwide
the true woman movement began experience the birth for the first time
or relive true woman 08 with the voices of the true woman movement
read john piper s compelling opening the ultimate meaning of true
woman mary kassian s explanation of why the call is counter
revolutionary in you ve come a long way baby joni eareckson tada s
confirmation that women are god s jewels karen loritts challenge to
choose in a resolve to believe janet parshall s description of a woman
after god s own heart nancy leigh demoss charge of revival in from him
through him to him includes going deeper a guide for personal reflection
and small group discussion a robust 9 session study into a biblical way of
thinking about womanhood

Introduction to Numerical Programming
2014-09-03

astronomer john barrow takes an intriguing look at the limits of science
who argues that there are things that are ultimately unknowable
undoable or unreachable

Discourses on the First Decade of Titus
Livius
1883
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new york times bestseller red rising hit the ground running and wasted
no time becoming a sensation golden son continues the stunning saga of
darrow a rebel forged by tragedy battling to lead his oppressed people to
freedom named one of the best books of the year by npr buzzfeed and
booklist gripping on virtually every level this is a sequel that hates
sequels a perfect fit for a hero who already defies the tropes grade a
entertainment weekly as a red darrow grew up working the mines deep
beneath the surface of mars enduring backbreaking labor while dreaming
of the better future he was building for his descendants but the society
he faithfully served was built on lies darrow s kind have been betrayed
and denied by their elitist masters the golds and their only path to
liberation is revolution and so darrow sacrifices himself in the name of
the greater good for which eo his true love and inspiration laid down her
own life he becomes a gold infiltrating their privileged realm so that he
can destroy it from within a lamb among wolves in a cruel world darrow
finds friendship respect and even love but also the wrath of powerful
rivals to wage and win the war that will change humankind s destiny
darrow must confront the treachery arrayed against him overcome his all
too human desire for retribution and strive not for violent revolt but a
hopeful rebirth though the road ahead is fraught with danger and deceit
darrow must choose to follow eo s principles of love and justice to free
his people he must live for more praise for golden son stirring
comparisons to the hunger games and game of thrones series are
inevitable for this tale has elements of both kirkus reviews brown writes
layered flawed characters but plot is his most breathtaking strength
every action seems to flow into the next npr don t miss any of pierce
brown s red rising saga red rising golden son morning star iron gold dark
age light bringer

Heir of Fire
2014-09-11

Voices of the True Woman Movement
2010-04-01
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